iPAL is a dynamic suite of applications that provides online curriculum, data, and a professional development platform for teachers.

Through the integration of these three applications, educators can assess and evaluate the instructional strengths and areas of growth of each student, view aligned instructional resources to support the instruction and intervention of each student, and locate professional learning opportunities that develop the content and delivery skills to better meet the needs of each student.

iPlan

The iPlan component contains lesson plans, electronic resources, Common Core standards, Learning Materials, Teaching materials and many other resources that allow the teachers to create customized and personalized lesson plans. iPlan is navigated by grade level for kindergarten through 6th grade and by content area for Middle school and high school. It includes features that provide easy access to curriculum and resources. All curriculum for the grade level or content area is located in one area. New content revisions are uploaded to iPlan on a regular basis and highlighted under Recent Updates. A live discussion board is housed within iPlan to encourage real-time communication and collaboration for grade level teachers to enhance lesson-planning. Additionally, navigational pathways connect grade level content to support integrated learning opportunities for students.

iAssess

iAssess is an assessment warehouse that provides educators access to all student achievement data and assessments. Those assessments include AIMS, Dibels, Benchmarks, and it is easily customized to accept any future assessments. All information may viewed at the student, class, grade, and/or school levels. iASSESS organizes assessment information according to the type of test and the date/level the test was administered. Two portals into this information are provided. The first takes the form of pre-formatted static reports. The other portal permits the user to use the freedom to combine any test information from any year. This feature, known as Report Builder, provides an exceptionally flexible environment to assemble detailed information to answer very specific questions. Teachers working in professional learning communities are able to write ad hoc data queries to investigate student academic strengths and weaknesses. This information is used to plan for personalized learning opportunities for students.

iLearn

The iLearn component is professional development software that provides a comprehensive class catalog for all Dysart employees and allows them to enroll in any class in order to enhance a skill they already possess or to learn about a new upcoming process or procedure. Staff register on-line, receive and e-mail notification and a calendar invite to the course selected. After the class is completed it is added to the teacher's on-line transcript.

Scan the QR Code to watch the video!

Visit www.dysart.org/iPAL for more information